
Selecting the right devices for your 
practice is critical. Functionality, 
portability, reliability, and mobility are 

key elements when considering these devices. 
HP o� ers a wide variety of notebook and tablet 
options for clinician-based systems.

When treating patients is your passion, you’re 
frequently away from a traditional desk. This 
is why the HP Slate 2 Tablet PC is ideal for 
physicians who need to remain productive in 
a familiar Windows environment or who use 
custom applications built for Windows.

Enhanced Touch Capabilities
The multi-touch display on the HP Slate 2 lets 
you navigate its vibrant 8.9" screen with the 
touch of your � ngers. The touch enhancements 
for Windows 7 improve navigation and include 
easy-to-use touch buttons. 

You can even use the optional HP Slate 
Digital Pen and Swype keyboard for faster, 
more precise interactions and data entry. If 
you want to work on a larger display or show 

Powerful Notebooks
Most of our recommended laptops weigh in 
at about 5 pounds, and built-in wireless with 
HP wireless assistant makes connecting to 
o�  ce, hospital, or public networks simple. 
The ProBook 6460b and ProBook 4430s come 

with a DVD dual-layer drive for data 
archiving. Each dual-layer DVD can 
hold about 8GB of data, compared to 
about 4GB on a standard single-layer 
DVD. A webcam is included on the 
notebooks and tablets seen here — a 
great feature for teleconferencing 
with practitioners or patients.

Versatile Tablets
A tablet PC allows for multiple input 
methods: keyboard, stylus, or touch. 

Tablets are lightweight 
and have a long 
battery life, making 

them the ideal option 
for nurses who are 

always on the move 
within the practice.

a presentation through a projector, simply 
connect through the optional HP Slate Dock.

Stay Productive 
The HP Slate 2 is designed to work seamlessly 
with Microsoft and comes preinstalled with 
your choice of Windows operating systems, 
including Windows 7 Professional 32-bit. 

Plus, the optional integrated HP Mobile 
Broadband featuring 3G gives you access to 
the Internet, your calendar, e-mail, and patient 
information even when Wi-Fi isn't available. 

Smart Design 
Measuring just 5.9" wide, 9.21" long, and 0.61" 
thick — not to mention that it starts o�  at just 
1.52 lbs. — the Slate 2 � ts perfectly in the lab 

Our recommended EliteBook 2740p Tablet PC 
comes with a rotating 12.1" display, so it switches 
from a traditional clamshell notebook to a � at 
tablet for greater � exibility. Plus, it's built to 
military speci� cations for maximum durability.

Added Value
Optional laptop docking stations are a smart 
upgrade for your exam rooms. They provide easy 
access to an external keyboard or monitor and 
recharge your device's battery while you work. 

All of these laptops and tablets come with 
HP ProtectTools Security Manager software 
that provides security features to protect 
against unauthorized access to the computer, 
networks, and critical data. This provides an 
additional layer of security to ensure your 
patient data is con� dential and protected from 
unauthorized access. Features include digital 
shredding of data, hard drive encryption, and 
advanced logon techniques to verify the source, 
integrity, and security of e-mail, Microsoft O�  ce 
documents, and instant messages.

coat pocket of busy physicians. The front-facing 
VGA webcam and integrated microphone 
makes it easy to videoconference with 
colleagues, and the 3 megapixel rear-facing 
camera lets you document your patients with 
stunning clarity. 

 Laptops at the Point of Care
 Notebooks and tablets for physicians and nurses.

HP Slate 2 Tablet PC
The right touch for healthcare professionals.
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